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Binge drinking is an increasingly recognized problem within the UK. We have studied the relationship of binge drinking to cognitive and emotional functioning in young adults, and have found evidence for increased impulsivity, impairments in spatial working memory and impaired emotional learning. Since in human studies it is difficult to understand whether such behavioural changes predate or are a consequence of binge drinking, we have also studied parallel behaviours in a rodent model, in which rats are exposed to intermittent episodes of alcohol consumption and withdrawal. In this model, and in parallel with our findings in human binge drinkers, and alcoholic patients who have undergone multiple episodes of detoxification, we have found evidence for impairments in aversive conditioning as well as increased impulsivity. These behavioural changes are accompanied by facilitated excitatory neurotransmission and reduced plasticity (long-term potentiation (LTP)) in amygdala and hippocampus. The impaired LTP is accompanied by both impaired associative learning and inappropriate generalization of previously learned associations to irrelevant stimuli. We propose that repeated episodes of withdrawal from alcohol induce aberrant neuronal plasticity that results in altered cognitive and emotional competences.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Alcohol abuse and dependence are increasingly recognized problems of Western societies. The UK, in particular, has a high incidence of binge drinking, defined as consumption of twice the recommended daily limit of alcohol. According to UK government recommendations, this amount corresponds to eight units (a unit equals 7.9 g alcohol) for men (equivalent to four pints of 5% beer) and six units for women. A similar definition has been used in the USA (five or more drinks (a drink containing 14 g alcohol) per occasion for men, and four or more drinks for women (Wechsler et al. 1994)). Using these definitions, in the UK, men binge drink on 40% of occasions on which they consume alcohol, and women on 22% of such occasions (Drummond et al. 2004), with approximately 5.9 million UK residents drinking at these levels on at least one occasion per annum. Those aged 16–24 are more likely to engage in binge drinking, with 36 and 27% of men and women, respectively, in this age group reporting that they binge drink at least once a week.

Concerns that these definitions of bingeing ignore duration of consumption and blood alcohol concentration (BAC), which are associated with intoxication, led the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) to approve the following definition: ‘A ‘binge’ is a pattern of drinking alcohol that brings BAC to about 0.08 gram-per cent or above. For the typical adult, this pattern corresponds to consuming 5 or more drinks (male), or 4 or more drinks (female), in about 2 hours’ (NIAAA 2004). In our own studies of binge drinking, we have used a more behavioural and potentially more conservative approach based on the Alcohol Use Questionnaire (Mehrabian & Russell 1978), which incorporates speed of drinking, and the behavioural measures, ‘numbers of times being drunk in the last six months’ (with drunkenness defined as loss of coordination, nausea and/or the inability to speak clearly, or blackout) and the percentage of times getting drunk when drinking (Townshend & Duka 2002). Although differences in definition of binge drinking may give rise to some confusion both in the scientific literature and among the general public, it is likely that the multiple definitions tap into closely related phenomena, albeit with different sensitivity (Cranford et al. 2006).

An additional characteristic of binge drinking is not only the consumption of large amounts of alcohol within a limited time period, but also the fact that drinking is followed by a period of abstinence (as opposed to regular drinking in which a person might consume similar weekly amounts of alcohol but without the extremes of alcohol intoxication and withdrawal). This pattern of cycles of alcohol intoxication followed by acute episodes of withdrawal may be analogous to a common clinical experience, in which alcoholic patients undergo cycles of alcohol abuse, followed by detoxification, a period of abstinence (that may be very short), followed by relapse, a further period of abuse, and further detoxification treatment.
2. EVIDENCE OF ALTERED COGNITIVE FUNCTION IN BINGE DRINKERS

Alcohol itself is known to have long-term effects on prefrontal cortex function (Moselhy et al. 2001; Tarter et al. 2004), while studies of alcoholic patients who have undergone multiple withdrawals suggest that previous experience of detoxification is also associated with prefrontal cortex dysfunction (Duka et al. 2003). We have compared prefrontal cortex function between binge drinkers and non-binge drinkers among heavy social drinkers who were matched for age and IQ. Binge drinkers were impaired in the vigilance task from the Gordon Diagnostic System, a task that challenges the ability to withhold a prepotent response and is thus a measure of impulsivity. Female binge drinkers were particularly impaired in this task, being unable to inhibit their response to the alerting stimulus, suggesting a lack of inhibitory control from the frontal lobes (Townshend & Duka 2005). Age at which heavy drinking started also appeared to play a role in this impairment. Previous studies have also shown impairments in cognitive function associated with heavy drinking during early adolescence (Brown et al. 2000) and that early exposure to binge drinking is associated with frontal lobe damage (Crews et al. 2007).

Increased impulsivity is not always deleterious, and in the same study (Townshend & Duka 2005) we found binge drinkers to be faster on the visual search matching task, a task from the CANTAB test battery that allows a separation between choice and movement time. In this task, participants are required to search among eight similar shapes to match one of them to an identical target shape displayed simultaneously. Binge drinkers showed faster movement time, rather than thinking time, suggestive of a motor impulsivity. Such impulsivity is associated with altered functioning of prefrontal–subcortical circuits, particularly the orbitofrontal circuit (Spinella 2004).

Binge drinking was also found to be associated with impairment in a spatial working memory task from the CANTAB, which is also dependent on prefrontal function (Weissenborn & Duka 2003). We have recently replicated this finding, but in our more recent studies, the deficit was limited to females (Townshend & Duka 2005; J. Scaife & T. Duka 2008, unpublished data; table 1). In our studies, although male binge drinkers are usually found to drink more alcohol than female binge drinkers, their binge scores are lower. Presumably, this reflects a lower tolerance of females, so that female drinkers, although consuming less, may become drunk more often, thus achieving a higher binge score in the Alcohol Use Questionnaire. Thus, it may be less the amount of alcohol consumed than the magnitude of its effect on individuals that predicts impairment of cognitive function. In agreement with our observations, in a study that compared student social drinkers to teetotallers (Randall et al. 2004), high alcohol consumers (especially females) were worse in performing a colour STROOP task, indicating an inability to inhibit a prepotent response, an executive function controlled by prefrontal cortex. A similar conclusion of a relationship between harmful drinking and neurocognitive deficits was derived from Zeigler et al.’s (2005) review of articles identified in a MEDLINE search for articles addressing neurotoxic and neurocognitive effects of harmful drinking among young adolescents and college students.

Table 1. Binge scores for male and female social drinkers and the number of errors they make when performing in the spatial working memory task from the CANTAB test battery. (Binge drinkers (only females in studies 2 and 3) make more errors than non-bingers. Subjects commit this type of error when, in the process of searching through a spatial array of boxes to collect tokens hidden inside, they return to a box in which a token was previously found.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>males</th>
<th>females</th>
<th>males</th>
<th>females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>study 1 (Weissenborn &amp; Duka 2003)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binge score</td>
<td>12.4±0.7</td>
<td>12.5±1.0</td>
<td>35.8±3.6</td>
<td>28.0±2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between search errors</td>
<td>9.6±1.4a</td>
<td>14.9±3.8a</td>
<td>15.2±2.5</td>
<td>19.0±3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>study 2 (Townshend &amp; Duka 2005)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binge score</td>
<td>11.3±0.7</td>
<td>10.3±0.8</td>
<td>37.1±2.9</td>
<td>45.5±4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between search errors</td>
<td>11.0±1.6</td>
<td>8.5±1.7b</td>
<td>6.9±1.5</td>
<td>14.5±2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>study 3 (J. Scaife &amp; T. Duka 2008, unpublished data)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binge score</td>
<td>16.6±2.3</td>
<td>20.2±1.8</td>
<td>56.7±4.1</td>
<td>52.1±4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between search errors</td>
<td>8.8±2.9</td>
<td>7.25±1.5b</td>
<td>6.33±1.6</td>
<td>14.0±2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.05 compared to the same sex in the bingers group.

It has long been recognized that such repeated episodes of alcohol abuse and detoxification lead to increased risk of withdrawal-induced seizures (Ballenger & Post 1978), and more recently we, and others, have demonstrated a wide range of cognitive deficits in such patients (Duka et al. 2004). Several of the cognitive deficits we have observed in repeatedly detoxified alcoholic patients are also to be found in young adult binge drinkers (Duka et al. 2004). In studies of alcoholic patients and binge drinkers, it is difficult to determine whether the cognitive and behavioural differences observed are consequences of the drinking patterns, or pre-date excessive consumption. However, by imposing periods of alcohol consumption and withdrawal, we have been able to model several aspects of the cognitive deficit in rodents. These experiments suggest that binge patterns of alcohol consumption in both humans and rats lead to altered function of amygdala and frontal cortices.
Many studies have suggested that prefrontal dysfunction is a predisposing factor to heavy drinking. For instance, in young adult social drinkers, a relationship was found between impaired executive function and both the frequency of drinking to ‘get high’ and ‘get drunk’ (Deckel et al. 1995) and the severity of drinking consequences (Giancola et al. 1996). This consideration makes it difficult to know from our own studies whether the cognitive effects we observe in binge drinkers may have been premorbid. Although impairment in certain cognitive tasks might be the cause of extreme drinking patterns (including binge drinking), data from animals suggest that binge patterns of consumption can also induce cortical damage and aberrant plasticity, and lead to related cognitive deficits (see below). Only a prospective study investigating cognitive performance in adolescents before and after starting binge drinking would clarify these questions.

3. EVIDENCE OF ALTERED EMOTIONAL REACTIVITY IN BINGE DRINKERS

In addition to altered cognitive ability, binge drinking is also associated with changes in emotional competence. Increased negative emotional sensitivity has been recognized in patients following multiple detoxifications for some years (Adinoff et al. 1994; Duka et al. 2002). Related effects can be seen in binge drinkers who also show a lowered positive mood state in their subjective ratings obtained via the Profile of Mood Scale compared with their non-binge drinking counterparts (Townshend & Duka 2005). Deficits in emotional behaviour can also be found in laboratory settings. A recent study has examined conditioned fear. Following training trials, in which participants learned to discriminate an auditory stimulus that predicted an aversive white noise (S+) from a stimulus (S−) that was unpaired with the aversive noise, the ability of the S+ and S− to influence the startle response to an aversive stimulus was assessed. While social drinkers showed the anticipated potentiation of startle in the presence of the S+, there was no differential conditioned response to the S+ and S− in bingers (Stephens et al. 2005). We have seen a similar deficit in patients with a history of multiple detoxifications (figure 1; see table 2 for demographics). Again, although these deficits in learning about an aversive conditioned stimulus (CS) may have preceded the onset of binge drinking, this possibility is made less likely by the fact that similar impairments in aversive conditioning of discrete cues are also found in rats exposed to multiple episodes of high alcohol intake and withdrawal (see below).

Further evidence of altered emotional competence following repeated detoxification is seen in the ability of alcoholic patients to interpret emotions in the facial expressions of others. Thus, when alcoholic patients were presented with a series of emotional facial expressions, they overestimated the amount of fear present if they had already undergone several detoxifications (Townshend & Duka 2003). Perception of fear in facial expressions is associated with activation of the amygdala in functional magnetic resonance imaging studies, and patients who have amygdala lesions show an impaired perception of fear in emotional facial expression (Adolphs et al. 1999; Calder et al. 2001; Morris et al. 1998). Given the similarities between the consequences of amygdala kindling and multiple alcohol detoxifications (Pinel & Van Oot 1975; Pinel et al. 1975; Pinel 1980; Carrington et al. 1984), the increased perception of fear in emotional expressions by alcoholic patients with multiple detoxifications may be the result of a facilitated neurotransmission within the amygdala (Townshend & Duka 2003). Our animal studies would support such an interpretation (see below).

4. PREFRONTAL–AMYGDALA INTERACTIONS IN ALCOHOL ABUSE

Many of the behavioural impairments seen in binge drinkers can be ascribed to alterations in the function of amygdala and prefrontal cortical areas (Duka et al. 2003, 2004). Human imaging studies indicate that activity in prefrontal cortex and amygdala is inversely correlated, suggesting that prefrontal cortex may be involved in suppressing amygdala-mediated responses (Hariri et al. 2000). We have speculated that if repeated episodes of withdrawal impair prefrontal function, a
The repeated withdrawal animals were predicted on the basis of our prior rat studies. Interestingly, however, the repeated withdrawal animals may predispose to recall aversive experiences that are normally suppressed (Stephens et al. 2005).

The loss of the ability of prefrontal cortex to inhibit behaviours mediated by subcortical systems (such as amygdala) is also a major contributor to the loss of control of drug taking in addicts (Volkow et al. 2003), as executive functions, such as the ability to plan and to inhibit habitual tendencies, reflect virtues that are essential for controlling excessive consumption. Thus, impairment of frontal function as a consequence of repeated detoxifications (cycles of high intake followed by periods of withdrawal) or binge drinking (which also leads to frequent high amounts of alcohol in the brain followed by withdrawal) may predispose to uncontrolled consumption and impair resistance to relapse in the abstaining alcoholic, as well as having long-term effects on emotional behaviour.

Clinical experience, as well as animal laboratory experimental studies, indicates that repeated experience of detoxification results in profound behavioural changes associated with neurobiological changes in several brain regions. The best documented of such changes is the increased propensity to seizures experienced following multiple withdrawals. This so-called kindling of convulsant activity has been suggested to reflect changes in the efficiency of nervous transmission in the amygdala (Pinel & Van Oot 1975; Pinel et al. 1975; Pinel 1980; Carrington et al. 1984). The amygdala is crucially implicated in the formation of associations between discrete environmental events and aversive stimuli, and the expression of fear reactions through its projections to brainstem structures governing behavioural, autonomic and endocrine responses to threat. It is thus important whether repeated periods of alcohol exposure and withdrawal also affect emotional competence and Pavlovian conditioning of emotional events.

**5. RODENT MODEL OF BINGE PATTERNS OF ALCOHOL INTAKE**

Many of the behavioural changes seen in binge drinkers can be modelled in the rodent (indeed, some of the deficits we have subsequently described in alcoholics were predicted on the basis of our prior rat studies (Stephens et al. 2001, 2005)). Thus, the increased propensity to show seizures following several episodes of alcohol withdrawal has been routinely demonstrated (Becker & Veatch 2002). Since prior electrical kindling of the amygdala predisposes to withdrawal-induced seizures (Pinel et al. 1975), while repeated episodes of alcohol withdrawal facilitate the development of electrical kindling of the amygdala (Ulrichsen et al. 1998), facilitation of transmission in the amygdala has been viewed as an important consequence of ethanol withdrawal. In our studies, high alcohol intakes are induced in rats by providing them with an alcohol-containing diet as their sole source of nutrition for either 24 days continuously, followed by a two-week withdrawal period (single withdrawal (SWD) group), or with the treatment interrupted by two additional withdrawal periods (repeated withdrawal group). A third, control, group pair fed to the SWD group receives a non-alcoholic diet. As well as increasing seizure sensitivity, such repeated periods of alcohol exposure and withdrawal (compared to equal alcohol intake but a SWD episode) increase the degree of withdrawal-induced neuronal excitability, as measured by c-fos expression, in several brain areas including amygdala, hippocampus, ventral striatum, periaqueductal grey (Borlikova et al. 2006) and frontal cortical areas (L. Hoang & D. N. Stephens 2008, unpublished data).

**6. EFFECTS OF ETHANOL WITHDRAWAL ON AMYGDALA FUNCTION**

Consistent with altered amygdala function, repeated experience of withdrawal results in impairment, several weeks after cessation of the alcohol treatment, in acquiring a conditioned emotional response (CER), in which, in control animals, presentation of tone or flashing light conditioned stimuli (CS+) that predicted mild footshock resulted in the suppression of ongoing excitability, as measured by c-fos expression, in several brain areas including amygdala, hippocampus, ventral striatum, periaqueductal grey (Borlikova et al. 2006) and frontal cortical areas (L. Hoang & D. N. Stephens 2008, unpublished data).

**Table 2. Gender distribution, age, verbal IQ and alcohol history of the group of alcoholic patients and their control counterparts.** (The two groups were compared in the potentiated startle response (figure 1). SADQ (Stockwell et al. 1983): Severity of Alcohol Dependence Questionnaire is a 20-item questionnaire for the assessment of the severity of dependence.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variables</th>
<th>controls</th>
<th>alcohol patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gender (M/F)</td>
<td>8/5</td>
<td>8/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age (years)</td>
<td>45 (27–63)</td>
<td>47 (26–66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADQ</td>
<td>1.5 (0–11)</td>
<td>33.8 (9–65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>units of alcohol/week (1 unit = 8 g)</td>
<td>13.9 (0–53)</td>
<td>253 (126–354)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>starting age of drinking (years)</td>
<td>15.5 (14–17)</td>
<td>17 (14–32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbal IQ</td>
<td>111.7</td>
<td>109.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

consequence might be that such alcoholic patients may be predisposed to recall aversive experiences that are normally suppressed (Stephens et al. 2005).
were impaired in extinguishing the CS+-shock association when the CS+ was presented repeatedly in the absence of the shock reinforcer (Ripley et al. 2003), and in a reversal experiment, in which the CS+ and CS− stimuli, trained prior to alcohol exposure, were switched and retrained following repeated alcohol withdrawal treatment. This series of experiments suggests that the repeated periods of alcohol exposure and withdrawal impair the learning of new associations, but that, if the associations have been learned prior to alcohol exposure, there is no impairment in the expression of the conditioned response.

According to one model, fear conditioning depends upon information processing in the amygdala; as a result of conditioning, the CS+ gains access to the lateral amygdala’s outflow to the central nucleus (Fanselow & LeDoux 1999), which in turn induces activity in output pathways eliciting diverse symptoms of fear and anxiety. In keeping with this model, an acoustic signal, previously conditioned to shock, increased the number of neurons showing c-fos immunoreactivity in the central and basal nuclei of the amygdala (Beck & Fibiger 1995; Hall et al. 2001). Consistent with those findings, high levels of c-fos expression were seen in both control and SWD animals in the core and shell of the accumbens and in the basolateral and central nuclei of the amygdala after exposure of rats to a tone CS+ previously paired with shock, but c-fos was expressed in fewer neurons in the RWD group (Stephens et al. 2005). Thus, repeated periods of alcohol exposure and withdrawal (but not simply an equivalent amount of alcohol exposure) impair the formation of associations between a tone stimulus and an aversive event, consistent with the behavioural observations (Stephens et al. 2001; Ripley et al. 2003). That the deficit occurred at the level of conditioned activation of amygdala neurons indicates that the deficit seen in a CER following repeated withdrawal is in forming the CS-shock association, rather than an inability to control the behavioural output.

These observations are commensurate with altered transmission within the amygdala, though there appear to be differences between the consequences of repeated ethanol exposure and withdrawal and electrical kindling. Although there are similarities between electrical kindling of seizures and alcohol withdrawal seizures, in the case of fear conditioning, repeated alcohol withdrawal and electrical kindling of the basolateral amygdala have opposite effects, since electrical kindling facilitates fear conditioning to a discrete cue (Ripley et al. 2003). However, it should be noted that although the lateral part of the amygdala plays an important role in fear conditioning as the area that receives input regarding both aversive events, and associated cues (Fanselow & LeDoux 1999), and then provides inputs to the central nucleus, recent studies suggest that the central nucleus may also function independently of the lateral nuclei, receiving highly processed sensory input from entorhinal cortex and related areas (see Killcross et al. 1997). It thus seems possible that the major effects of repeated withdrawal from alcohol on fear conditioning are mediated by the central amygdala, rather than its lateral aspects.

7. MECHANISMS UNDERLYING EFFECTS OF WITHDRAWAL

By what mechanism does repeated alcohol withdrawal lead to impaired fear conditioning? Long-term potentiation (LTP) has been proposed as a mechanism whereby synaptic transmission is facilitated as a result of use. In associative LTP, transmission in the pathway carrying information regarding the CS+ is facilitated as a result of it being activated contemporaneously with the pathway signalling the unconditioned stimulus (US; Maren 2005; Sigurdsson et al. 2007). In support of this kind of mechanism underlying fear conditioning, LTP is found in the pathway from the medial geniculate body to the lateral nucleus of the amygdala, which is thought to mediate conditioning of fear responses to acoustic stimuli, and tetanic stimulation of the medial geniculate body also results in a long-lasting potentiation of a field potential in the lateral amygdala elicited by a naturally transduced acoustic stimulus (Rogan & LeDoux 1995; Rogan et al. 1997). The stimulation coincidence parameters that are necessary for induction of LTP in the lateral amygdala closely resemble those required for the formation of associations between CS and US in fear conditioning experiments (Bauer et al. 2001). Taken together, these experiments suggest that LTP-like mechanisms underlie amygdala-mediated fear conditioning (Blair et al. 2001). Why then should alcohol withdrawal affect such a mechanism?

Acute alcohol treatment is associated with the facilitation of GABAergic inhibitory mechanisms (Samson & Harris 1992; Roberto et al. 2004a), while alcohol also acts as an antagonist of glutamatergic N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors (Samson & Harris 1992). During chronic alcohol exposure, transmission in glutamatergic systems is facilitated (to compensate for these two major actions of alcohol), both through increased NMDA receptor sensitivity (Roberto et al. 2004b) and increased glutamate turnover (Dahchour & De Witte 1999), resulting in partial tolerance to alcohol’s sedative effects. Following withdrawal from alcohol, the glutamatergic system continues to be overactive (Dahchour & De Witte 1999), while NMDA receptor function remains elevated (Roberto et al. 2004b) but this overactivity is no longer balanced by alcohol’s effects on GABAergic systems.

Several pieces of evidence indicate that intermittent exposure to ethanol and withdrawal facilitates glutamatergic synaptic transmission in both central (Roberto et al. 2006) and basolateral amygdala (Floyd et al. 2003; Lack et al. 2007). An increased probability of glutamate release from the presynaptic terminal (Lack et al. 2007), and increased postsynaptic NMDA receptor function (Roberto et al. 2006; Lack et al. 2007) may lead to increased postsynaptic AMPA receptor function (Lack et al. 2007). We suggest that this imbalance towards glutamatergic excitatory transmission might have consequences similar to overactivation of glutamatergic synapses that occur during LTP.

The apparent paradox of heightened seizure sensitivity and exaggerated anxiety responses during withdrawal, but impaired fear conditioning, could then be accounted for if repeated experience of withdrawal
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Figure 2. (a) The aberrant plasticity model of withdrawal-induced deficits in associative conditioning. Prior to learning, activation of synapse FS as a consequence of footshock-induced activity in somatosensory systems leads to activation of an output neuron giving rise to a fear response. Activation of an auditory neuron by tone A is unable to gain access to the output neuron subserving the fear response, as synapse A is ‘silent’ at this stage. During associative learning, if the neuron carrying information about tone A (CS+) is active at the same time as the neuron carrying information regarding the footshock, then as a result of activation of the synapse FS, local depolarization will occur, allowing activity at synapse A also to induce depolarization in the postsynaptic membrane. Consequently, synapse A will be strengthened, so that the activation of the tone A pathway will now gain access to the output pathway, i.e. associative conditioning has occurred. Synapse B remains silent as it is never activated at the same time as synapse FS. However, if alcohol withdrawal induces activation of synapse B as well as of synapse FS, then synapse B should also be strengthened, so that tone B might now gain access to the output pathway, even though it has never been paired with footshock. Furthermore, if withdrawal-induced synaptic strengthening occurs prior to conditioning, then synapse A will already have been strengthened, and will no longer be available for conditioning. (b) Suppression ratios (a measure of conditioned fear) in RWD rats (squares), given the same exposure to alcohol, but only a SWD (filled circles), or rats fed a non-alcohol control diet (CON (open circles)). The rats were trained prior to alcohol treatment (Stephens et al. 2005). Nevertheless, these electrophysiological data provide an interesting parallel to the conditioning deficits, and the entire set of electrophysiological and behavioural data might be reconciled by suggesting that repeated withdrawal increases efficiency of synaptic connections, leading to facilitation of synaptic transmission, but reduced capacity for further plasticity. Consistent with that interpretation, while several withdrawal episodes result in increased levels of c-fos expression in central amygdala relative to rats that have undergone only a SWD, in the case of another
immediate early gene, zif-268, a marker of synaptic plasticity (Hall et al. 2001a), increases are seen following a SWD, but not if the animals have undergone prior withdrawal experience (Borlikova et al. 2006b).

This aberrant plasticity hypothesis gives rise to an interesting prediction. Figure 2a illustrates a conventional account of conditioning. According to this model, activation of a neural system carrying information regarding a strong stimulus (such as a shock) is able to activate pathways leading to an unconditioned behavioural output (such as response suppression), while pathways carrying information regarding a weak biologically neutral stimulus, such as a mild tone, are unable to gain access to neural pathways subserving the behavioural output. However, if the tone pathway is active at the same time as the shock pathway, then as a consequence of associative processes, such as LTP, the connection between the tone pathway and the output pathway will be strengthened so that eventually the tone will itself become capable of eliciting the behavioural output, independent of the shock. Physiological accounts of such associative learning posit that it occurs as a consequence of LTP (Maren 2005). Although the exact mechanisms underlying induction and expression of LTP in amygdala remain ambiguous (Kim & Jung 2006), a conventional model holds that synapses carrying the weak signal are initially ‘silent’ (Liao et al. 1995), possibly because they employ only NMDA receptors that are blocked by the presence of magnesium ions in the channel. However, signalling in the US (shock) pathway synapses is postulated to be mediated by glutamate acting at AMPA receptors (Maren 2005; Sigurdsson et al. 2007) that are not subject to magnesium block. On occasions when both the tone CS and the US pathways are activated concurrently, membrane depolarization elicited by the US pathway will allow the magnesium block in neighbouring NMDA receptors (including those in the CS pathway) to be removed, allowing glutamate release in this pathway to cause postsynaptic depolarization via NMDA receptors that will then initiate processes underlying LTP; subsequently, activation of the tone pathway will be effective in activating the behavioural output. Although the details of the mechanisms underlying amygdala LTP remain to be elucidated, we postulate that during withdrawal, enhanced glutamate release will occur in many synapses, activating processes that serve LTP (e.g. insertion of AMPA receptors into hitherto silent synapses). Presumably, such synaptic strengthening would have at least two consequences; firstly, withdrawal-strengthened synapses would no longer be silent, and will not be available for the formation of new associations; secondly, natural events activating pathways that were already strengthened by withdrawal would gain access to output pathways in the absence of conditioning. The former consequence might explain why RWD rats and binge-drinking humans fail to show evidence of fear conditioning (Stephens et al. 2001, 2005). The second consequence predicts that once conditioning has occurred, then other neutral stimuli might gain access to the output pathways via inappropriately withdrawal-strengthened synapses.

We tested this idea by training the rats to associate one of two tones (CS+) with shock, in a conditioned emotional response test. The other tone (CS−) was not paired with shock. After training, presentation of the CS+, but not the CS−, resulted in the suppression of ongoing instrumental behaviour. The rats were then matched for performance, and allocated to treatment groups with repeated withdrawal episodes, or a SWD episode, or control treatment. Following two weeks recovery, the rats were tested once again in the conditioned emotional response test. As shown in figure 2b, while both the control group and SWD group behaved appropriately in showing suppression to the CS+ but not the CS−, and an intermediate suppression to a novel tone of an intermediate frequency, the RWD rats showed equal suppression to all three tones, consistent with aberrant plasticity having taken place, allowing the CS− access to the behavioural output (Stephens et al. 2005).

The results described here refer to aversive conditioning, but similar mechanisms may underlie appetitive conditioning. Thus, repeated withdrawal experience leads to deficits in aspects of appetitive conditioning, including Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer (Ripley et al. 2004). Taken together, these findings suggest a mechanism whereby chronic alcohol treatment and withdrawal may lead to a deficit in functioning of the amygdala with consequences for associative learning. Such deficits may have implications for the use of conditioning approaches to behavioural therapies for alcoholics.

8. EFFECTS OF ETHANOL WITHDRAWAL ON FRONTAL CORTICAL FUNCTION IN RODENTS

The amygdala is connected with many brain structures, and the extent to which the effects of repeated withdrawal are due to interference with the amygdala itself, or with its connections, is not clear. Of particular interest in the study of cognitive impairments resulting from repeated periods of alcohol exposure and withdrawal are connections to the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus. Although there is good evidence that repeated intermittent ethanol administration, or repeated withdrawal, results in both physiological (Stephens et al. 2005) and pathological (Obernier et al. 2002a,b) changes in hippocampus, the limited evidence available has so far failed to demonstrate a marked impairment in behaviours, such as spatial learning (Borlikova et al. 2006a; Obernier et al. 2002b), or contextual conditioning (Borlikova et al. 2006a), thought to be mediated by hippocampal processes.

Borlikova et al. (2006b), however, did find a marked impairment in a negative patternning task (Bussey et al. 2000), in which rats were required to initiate a response when either a light or a tone stimulus was presented, but to inhibit the response when both stimuli were presented simultaneously. Although initially proposed as a test of the ability of rats to integrate information from different sensory modalities, and thus mediated by hippocampus (Rudy & Sutherland 1989), others (Gallagher & Holland 1992; Davidson et al. 1993; Bussey et al. 2000; Moreira & Bueno 2003) have not found an influence of hippocampal lesions, and it
seems that deficits in performing the task may relate to an inability to withhold responding (Whishaw & Tomie 1991; Davidson et al. 1993; Blackburn & Hevenor 1996; Richmond et al. 1997; Papadimitriou & Wynne 1999) rather than by disruption of configurational association. We are therefore inclined to interpret our negative patterning data as revealing changes in responsiveness following repeated episodes of withdrawal. This kind of deficit might have more in common with alterations in frontal cortical function than hippocampus. Using a different rat model of binge drinking, Crews et al. (2000) reported that young adolescent rats (approx. 35 days old) show increased levels of amino-cupric silver staining (indicating neuronal cell death) in frontal areas following exposure to a binge pattern of alcohol consumption. These results would be consistent with observations in human alcoholics and binge drinkers who show impaired cognitive function in executive control tasks sensitive to dysfunction of prefrontal cortex (Duka et al. 2003, 2004; Weissenborn & Duka 2003; Townshend & Duka 2005). There are strong interactions between amygdala and prefrontal cortex in determining behavioural output. Recent human imaging studies indicate that activity in prefrontal cortex and amygdala are inversely correlated, so that prefrontal cortex may be involved in suppressing amygdala-mediated fear responses (Hariri et al. 2000). Thus, withdrawal-induced changes in prefrontal cortex function might predispose alcoholics to retain fear experiences that are suppressed in normal people. Glutamatergic projections from the medial prefrontal cortex activate GABAergic interneurons in the amygdala (Grace & Rosenkranz 2002; Rosenkranz & Grace 2002), which leads to a reduction in the firing rate of neurons in the basolateral amygdala. This process is believed to be vital in the control of responsivity to conditioned stimuli, so that a decrease in activity in this inhibitory pathway may lead to overexpression of conditioned behaviours and may underlie some aspects of pathological conditions, such as anxiety and drug abuse. Conversely, stimulation of infralimbic prefrontal cortex neurons results in low levels of conditioned behaviour in animals (Milad & Quirk 2002). Connections between the orbitofrontal cortex and the basolateral amygdala may be vital for assessing the incentive value of cues associated with appetitive or aversive reinforcers, with neurons in these regions firing selectively to cues based on their associative strengths. Due to the time course of the acquisition of firing patterns to these cues, it has been suggested that the basolateral amygdala encodes the motivational significance of the cues and then the orbitofrontal cortex uses this information to select and execute the correct behavioural strategy (Schoenbaum et al. 1999). Exposure to repeated withdrawal results in excessive activation of several subregions of prefrontal cortex (as seen in our c-fos-expression studies; Hoang & Stephens, unpublished data), though whether such excessive activation would result in excitotoxicity as seen by Crews et al. (2000) in piriform and perirhinal cortices, or facilitated excitatory transmission as we have seen in the lateral amygdala (Stephens et al. 2005) is unclear. Behaviourally, we have found evidence that the RWD rats are impaired in suppressing prepotent responses (Stephens et al. 2001; Bollikova et al. 2006a), showing shorter latencies in initiating inappropriate responses than control rats, even when the controls fail to inhibit the response (Bollikova et al. 2006a). This impairment in suppressing a prepotent response is reminiscent of the poor performance of binge drinkers and multiply detoxified alcoholic patients in the Gordon Diagnostic Adult Vigilance task (Duka et al. 2003; Townshend & Duka 2005).

Impaired frontal function is often associated with the loss of control over drug taking. An interesting speculation is whether such changes as we have observed might predict that binge drinking itself leads to the loss of control over alcohol consumption. In that context, it may be important that we (Brown et al. 1998) and others (Schulteis et al. 1996) have published evidence that previous episodes of ethanol exposure and withdrawal lead to facilitated responding for ethanol rewards, as well as facilitated reinstatement of extinguished responding for ethanol by drug-related cues (Cicciocoppo et al. 2003).

In summary, we have found, both in human binge drinkers and in an animal model of binge patterns of alcohol intake, behavioural evidence for altered function of prefrontal cortex and amygdala. Such changes may reflect aberrant plasticity induced by repeated periods of alcohol exposure and withdrawal in neuronal systems subserving conditioning, and resulting in both hyperactivity of these neural systems and impaired associative learning.

Studies with human volunteers and patients were carried out following ethical review by UK institutional ethical committees. Animal studies were carried out under the authority of the UK Animal (Experimental Procedures) Act, 1986.
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